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ABSTRACT   

The most crucial phenomenon limiting gas turbine burner operation is the flashback and blowoff of flame in the 

combustor during gas turbine operation. In order to avoid this undesirable phenomenon, it is necessary to predict the 

operational map area of the gas turbine burner. 

Pure methane has been taken as fuel in this analysis, which attempts to construct a design map with two swirl 

numbers, 1.2 and 1.5. Different configurations for the outlet of the burner ranged from open flame with a normal 

nozzle, to cylindrical and conical confinements. 

The operation map area represents the allowance area of the burner when choosing the equivalence ratio and specified 

total mass flow rate. The results show that the workable area of the burner increases with the cylindrical and conical 

confinements, but shows no real difference between the two swirl numbers. 
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1. Introduction 

Identifying the turbine operation limit is crucial. This should include calculating and specifying the 

correlation, which can be useful to predict and extrapolate according to the existing data. Some of these 

correlations were involved in the CFD codes [1-5], but none of these relations gave a full explanation of 

combustion limits and the effect of parametric variations. 

Premixed combustion leads to low emissions [6-10] and more complicated relationships due to the influence 

of low fuel composition [11, 12]. 

Additionally, lean premixed (LP) combustion broadly helps to minimise unwanted negative emissions in gas 

turbines [2, 13-18]. In lean premixed combustion, air and fuel are mixed past the combustion chamber in order 

to create a fine mix and increase the efficiency of combustion. To achieve LP, a swirl combustor is widely 

used, nevertheless, fine combustion could lead to an increase in the propensity of instabilities, flashback and 

blow off [19-21]. Flashback and blow off are more likely to appear in premixed combustion rather than 

diffused and partially premixed combustion [20, 22-24]. 

Many geometrical parameters also affect premixed combustion, such as swirl number, confined, or 

unconfined flame. These factors relate to the types of combustion and fuel content [17, 19, 25]. 

Numerous concerns have been raised by operators and developers of gas turbine technology regarding 

combustor design. These focus on flashback, blow off, instability, and the possibility of fuel interchange [9, 

20, 26].  

The high intensity combustion process is normally stabilised by using swirling flows. Generally, this swirling 

flow technique is rigorously comprehended because of its sophistication. The formation of a toroidal 

recirculation zone is the main phenomena of swirling flows which helps to improve flame stability. 

Furthermore, swirling flows produce high rates of entrainment of the air and fuel mixture, mostly near the 

wall boundaries of CRZ, and this helps to reduce combustion lengths [27].  
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Combustors using swirl techniques are widely known [28-31]. Their main target is to produce an aerodynamic 

central recirculation zone (CRZ) and reverse flow zones (RFZ). The chemically heated reactants recycled by 

CRZ and RFZ to the root of the flame and create flame stability and reduce flashback. Also, give extensive 

range of the blow off limits [32]. 

 The most vital parameter used to describe swirl flows is the swirl number (SN). This is defined as the amount 

of rotation imparted to the axial flow [30, 31]: 

 

   
  

      
         (1) 

 

Gθ = Axial Flux of Angular Momentum  [J] 

Gx = Axial Flux of Axial Momentum(thrust)  [J] 

Do = the equivalence nozzle diameter [m] 

 

Nevertheless, because of the extremely complex nature of the shape of the flow, it is problematic to define the 

precise investigational swirl number, unless a clear understanding of three-dimensional velocity 

measurements is obtainable. A useful value of swirl numbers is found from the shape of the burner and is 

named the geometric swirl number (Sg). This measures the inlet conditions and neglects the pressure 

differences across the flow. For constant density and isothermal conditions, it should be supposed that the 

swirl number under investigation (generic swirl burner) shown in Figure 1 is: 
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After some simplification: 
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Where, 

  is the axial velocity m/s, 

  is the tangential velocity m/s, 

            effective (actual) radius at the middle of pipe m, 

   is the exit radius of the burner m, 

   is the inlet radius of the burner m, 

          radius of the injector m, 

  is the section of the flow width between the blades m, 

 is the height of flow section m. 

This paper inspects the effect of pure methane fuel upon flashback and blow off, and draws the operation map 

in a generic, compact, premixed swirl burner for two swirl numbers, using three different geometrical 

configurations. 

 

2. Experiment setup 

Numerous tests were undertaken to examine and inspect the flashback and blow off limits for a gas fuel. Here, 

pure methane used as a working gas under atmospheric conditions was the common swirl burner. 

The researchers studied the flame stability limits of generic swirl burners at atmospheric conditions (1bar, 

293K) at Cardiff University’s Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC). Two pipes of pure methane fuel gas 

entered the burner through the tangential inlet and directly delivered both (air and fuel gas) to an external 

plenum chamber. This was used for mixing to consistently distribute premixed fuel and air mixture to the 

insert, which produced a spinning flow (Figure 2) into the body of the burner. The main fuel injector (used 

only as a stabiliser, and not for fuel injection) penetrated through the entire body of the plenum chamber and 

swirl burner body to the exhaust (Figure 3). The two swirl numbers had the same design shape, which is the 

extended exhaust nozzle used, and was ~40% of the exhaust diameter. Hence, there is the possibility of 

changing the insert in this design. The two swirl numbers achieved in this experiment used these inserts, 

containing the tangential inlets, 8 in the case of 1.2 and 6 in the case of 1.5. 
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Figure 1. Blade swirler burner shape Figure 2. Parts of swirl burner 

The central recirculation zone (CRZ) generated by the swirl number was responsible for the stabilisation 

flame. Additionally, such an arrangement could be accommodated to provide the three combustion modes 

types of non-premixed, premixed, and partially premixed combustion. The geometry of the burner was 

improved by adding either cylindrical confinements or a conical cup, as shown in Figure 3. 

To measure the mass flow rate of both air and fuel Coriolis meters were adopted for this task, as this gave the 

best result over other flow meters types, as can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Swirl burner exploded section fitted with 

cylindrical confinement and conical cup 

 

Figure 4. Experimental setup 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Two swirl numbers with three different outlet configurations and pure methane fuel were tested to examine 

flashback and blow off results. These experiments were undertaken with the burners ignited into the air 

environment freely, as well as with cylindrical confinement, and also adding a conical cup. 

Figure 5 shows the group of three figures with the relationship between the equivalence ratio ( ) versus the 

total mass flow rate (  ) for swirl numbers SN = 1.2. Each figure reveals the two curves drawn in the same 

graph showing flashback and blow off, and the area between them represents the operational design area for 

the combustor. Moreover, Figure 5.A shows open flame without any confinement. The range of area can be 

useful as the burner became very narrow when it reached equivalence ratio 0.5 and wider as it reached 1. 

Thus, it was safe to work at equivalence ratio 1.1 for these examples. Adding cylindrical confinement 

improved and increased the area of operation and made the wider area an equivalence ratio of less than 0.8. 

This allowed the possibility of working safely with lean premixed, as can be shown clearly in Figure 5.B. The 

improvements done through the cylindrical confinements preserved the central recirculation zone (CRZ) for a 

longer distance than open flame, and avoided instabilities. Figure 5.C reveals the design map with added 

conical cup above the cylindrical confinements.  
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A) Unconfined swirl burner (open 

flame) 

 

B) Confined swirl burner 

(cylindrical cylinder) 

 

C) Confined swirl burner (conical 

cup). 

Figure 5: Operational Design Map for Swirl Number SN = 1.2 and Pure Methane CH4. 

 

   

A) Unconfined swirl burner (open 

flame). 

 

B) Confined swirl burner 

(cylindrical cylinder). 

 

C) Confined swirl burner (conical 

cup). 

Figure 6. Operational design map for swirl number SN = 1.5 and pure methane CH4 

 

The results showed that there was no distinguishing enhancement even giving a wider area between flashback 

and blow off at a lower value of equivalence ratio. Another group of curves set three graphs of the same as 

Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the operational area of the burner with swirl number SN = 1.5 for more swirl motion. 

The open flame shows that there was a decrease in the area between flashback and blow off curves in Figure 

6.A, even though it gave the same results with both cylindrical confinements and conical cup, as shown in 

Figure 6.B and 6.C. As can be seen, there were no noticeable differences. 
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4. Conclusion 

Investigation into blow off and flashback phenomena was undertaken with two dissimilar swirl numbers (1.2 

and 1.5), and with pure methane as a fuel for three different outlet geometry configurations.  

Swirl numbers above 1 gave more swirl and enhance fuel-air mixing. However, this increased the propensity 

of flashback and blow off, and these factors were decisively influenced by the geometry of the burner. 

The operational burner area was increased by adding cylindrical confinements or a conical cup, and this led to 

the possibility of the burner working with the lean mixture as compared to a burner without confinements. 

This can be explained by the fact that the confinement reduces vortex breakdown and keeps the central 

recirculation zone (CRZ), which helps the flame to remain stabilised. 

The experiments also show that there was no considerable change in results when adding conical cup above 

the cylindrical confinement. 

Increasing the swirl number from 1.2 to 1.5 had no substantial effect and gave approximately the same 

operational area, albeit smaller than the later one. However, this increases the possibility of flashback, as it 

could break the CRZ. 

The flashback mechanism appeared to be unlike SN = 1.5 as the CRZ overextended back over the injector of 

pure methane to the base plate. The phenomena of flame also retreated, which is flashback caused by circular 

movement of the flame front starting from the CRZ boundary and ending at the tangential inlets. In reverse, at 

smaller value of swirl numbers, for example 1.2 (and with a different exhaust outlet), the flashback 

mechanism seemed to be through the external wall boundary layer and the critical boundary velocity 

gradients. 
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